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INTRODUCTION 

 

Non-fungible tokens (―NFTs‖) promise a new democratized and 

decentralized manner of controlling property. NFTs are individually unique 

digital assets built on top of blockchain technology.
1
 Transacting parties 

update the blockchain ledger with transfers in almost real time, which, in 

turn, is regularly broadcast to all of the blockchain‘s network nodes located 

across the globe. This continuous process of recording and public 

broadcasting creates an immutable record of ownership that is designed to 

prevent double-spending or fraudulent cancellations without the need for 

trusted third parties to act as custodians or intermediaries. When a 

blockchain is sufficiently decentralized, no one entity, whether an 

individual, corporation, consortium or nation-state, is capable of controlling 

the blockchain network. NFTs, once introduced to the global blockchain 

ecosystem, become a permanent part of it.  

Inherent blockchain benefits, such as decentralized security, global 

transferability and immutable public recordkeeping of ownership and 

provenance, have given rise to a Web3 ethos of ―free and clear‖
2
 ownership 

as part of what makes certain NFT projects attractive. NFTs are often 

advertised as fully intangible digital assets that can be meaningfully owned 

 
1 As an initial note, throughout this paper, we make points generally in reference to 

Ethereum. Thus, when we refer to ―blockchain,‖ we are referring to the Ethereum blockchain, 

and the code snippets we examine for NFTs are as deployed on Ethereum. While many of the 

concepts we discuss apply across different blockchains, we have focused on the most popular 

general-purpose blockchain on which most NFTs are built for the sake of simplicity.  
2 Joshua A.T. Fairfield, Tokenized: The Law of Non-Fungible Tokens and Unique Digital 

Property, 97 IND. L.J. 1261, 1278 (2022). 
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and controlled by end-users.
3
 NFT creators piggy-back off of the promise of 

blockchain technology to market NFTs as digital equivalents to physical 

personal property, owned free and clear to use, transfer, sell or destroy as 

they would any other belonging.
 4
 However, this characterization is not fully 

borne out in practice. This paper explores how NFT creators use technical 

and legal measures to exert control over their creations, even after those 

creations are sold to purchasers, and how the mechanisms for such control 

are a fundamental part of the smart contracts governing most NFTs. 

Consequently, purchasers often do not have nearly as much control over 

their NFTs and the related intellectual property (―IP‖) as they may expect 

based upon marketing claims and popular discourse. We examine the topic 

in three parts:
 

Part One identifies and analyzes smart contract code that NFT creators 

commonly use to retain control over their creations after launch. We explore 

ways in which such code has been used in popular projects and the power it 

grants project creators. We also examine ways in which creators can exert 

technical control over ―off-chain‖ assets and ways in which communities of 

NFT holders have been able to circumvent technical methods of creator 

control altogether.   

Part Two examines the legal mechanisms by which NFT creators exert 

control by analyzing the IP rights retained by NFT creators and proprietary 

platforms that provide NFT utility (i.e., metaverse and gaming platforms). 

We consider the opportunities in and limitations to exploitation of IP rights 

when creators are allowed to steer their creations even after ownership of 

NFTs has transferred to purchasers. 

In Part Three, we argue that while retained creator control exists in 

tension with the Web3 paradigm of free and clear ownership (a concept that 

 
3 For example, the creators behind the popular NFT game Gods Unchained state that 

―[u]nlike other free-to-play games, Gods Unchained gives you complete ownership over your 

in-game items.‖ GODS UNCHAINED, https://godsunchained.com (last visited May 9, 2022); see 

also Gods Unchained Support Team, What Does True Ownership Mean? Don‘t I Own Items 

in Other Games?, GODS UNCHAINED, https://support.godsunchained.com/hc/en-

us/articles/1500006242742-What-does-true-ownership-mean-Don-t-I-own-items-in-other-

games (last visited May 22, 2022). Similarly, the creators of the ―Otherdeed‖ NFTs, which 

correspond to plots of virtual land in the Otherside metaverse, state that when a purchaser 

acquires an Otherdeed, they ―own[] all personal property rights to that Otherdeed (e.g., the 

right to freely sell, transfer, or otherwise dispose of that Otherdeed).‖ Otherside NFT 

Purchase Agreement, https://otherside.xyz/nft-purchase-agreement (last visited May 9, 2022). 
4 See, e.g., Gods Unchained Support Team, What Does True Ownership Mean? Don‘t I Own 

Items in Other Games?, GODS UNCHAINED, https://support.godsunchained.com/hc/en-

us/articles/1500006242742-What-does-true-ownership-mean-Don-t-I-own-items-in-other-

games (last visited May 22, 2022) (stating ―[by] using the power of the Ethereum network, 

we‘re changing this old practice to give players real ownership over the items they purchase 

or earn in games.‖). 
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goes hand-in-hand with the decentralized blockchain), some degree of 

control is necessary to align incentives for the good of NFT projects.  

We hope that by dispelling blockchain misconceptions, highlighting 

the code in certain NFT smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain, and 

probing the concept of ownership through the lens of IP law, we can 

demystify what NFT ―ownership‖ really means for both creators and NFT 

holders. In so doing, we hope that creators and NFT holders alike will be 

able to interact with NFTs and NFT marketplaces in a more fully informed 

manner, which we believe will be to the benefit of the technology‘s wider 

adoption. 

 

I. TECHNICAL MECHANISMS 

 

A. What Is an NFT?—a Simplified Technical Explanation  

 

Conventional blockchain tokens such as bitcoin or ether are often 

characterized as being totally ―fungible.‖ This is because purchasers are 

assigned a quantity of tokens on a ledger but, apart from the wallet 

addresses of the owners, there is nothing that sets the identity of one token 

apart from another token of the same type. In contrast, NFTs are assigned 

unique identifiers to allow one token to be distinguished from any other, 

regardless of ownership.  

We observe confusion in the legal field as to what exactly an NFT (or, 

for that matter, a blockchain token more generally) actually is. This is 

understandable because the ways that NFTs are described often involve 

powerful yet misleading analogies. One of the biggest misconceptions 

(rooted in the popularization of illustrative analogies
5
) is that an NFT is 

something that ―lives‖ in its holder‘s wallet.
6
 After all, once a person 

purchases an NFT, it seems intuitive that this person‘s ownership of her 

newly acquired NFT should be reflected via digital custody ―within‖ her 

digital wallet. The analogy feels right—a wallet in the physical world holds 

our valuables, so a wallet in the digital world should hold our NFTs. 

However, this analogy conflates what NFTs are and where they are 

stored. NFTs are not stored in their holders‘ wallets. The only things 

accurately described as contained ―within‖ the holder‘s wallet are the 

holder‘s public and private keys, which allow the holder to sign transactions 

 
5 See, e.g., Coinbase Wallet, COINBASE, https://www.coinbase.com/wallet (last visited July 

21, 2022) (describing Coinbase‘s ―wallet‖ product as a means of storing ―all of your crypto 

and NFTs in one place.‖). 
6 See, e.g., Neil Elan, Viewing NFTs Through a Legal Lens, NT‘L L. REV., 

https://www.natlawreview.com/article/viewing-nfts-through-legal-lens (stating ―[m]uch like 

keeping money in a bank account, NFT holders store their NFTs in a digital wallet . . . .‖). 
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and be identified as an NFT‘s or other blockchain token‘s owner of record. 

Rather, NFTs exist entirely in smart contracts coded to facilitate their 

creation and transfer, and to track ownership. Today, NFT smart contracts 

are most typically coded in accordance with a technical standard called 

―ERC-721,‖ which, among other things, assigns a unique index number for 

each token governed by a particular smart contract—this unique index 

number is what identifies each separate token within a series created by and 

governed under a particular smart contract and is what makes each token 

non-fungible. A person can be considered the holder of an NFT if her wallet 

is associated with the unique index number. The ERC-721-based smart 

contract thus serves as a ―mini-ledger‖ (distinct from and being recorded on 

the blockchain ledger itself) that establishes ownership of each token created 

under that smart contract. Transferring an NFT involves marking the 

sender‘s record in the mini-ledger with a debit and marking the recipient‘s 

record in the mini-ledger with a credit. Nothing physically moves or is 

transmitted from one party to the other. The mini-ledger is simply updated 

to reflect the transfer.
7
 

The term ―token‖ is therefore also somewhat of a misnomer; NFTs 

only truly exist as data on their corresponding smart contract mini-ledgers. 

NFTs are ―stored‖ only in the sense that ownership is communicated to, and 

agreed upon, by the blockchain network. In fact, all blockchain tokens—

ether, alt-coins, NFTs, etc.—exist only as line items on their respective 

ledgers. Ownership is based upon network consensus rather than possession 

of the asset in a digital wallet.  

To illustrate, we turn to the smart contract governing one of the most 

popular NFT projects to date, CryptoPunks. CryptoPunks is a series of 

10,000 tokenized profile picture (―PFP‖) art assets that purchasers often use 

in connection with an online identity, such as avatars for Twitter. Since the 

success of CryptoPunks, issuances of other PFP NFTs (often in series of 

10,000) have become a popular trend,
8
 and so examining the CryptoPunks 

smart contract serves as a useful illustration of a common use case.  

 

 
7 For more on the topic of smart contract standards and in-depth analysis on their 

characteristics, see generally David J. Kappos et al., Fuzzy Tokens: Thinking Carefully About 

Technical Classification Versus Legal Classification of Cryptoassets (paper forthcoming). 
8 See, e.g., Jade Gao, Top 10 Most Popular Avatar PFP NFT Collections, DAPPRADAR (Apr. 

8, 2022), https://dappradar.com/blog/top-10-most-popular-avatar-pfp-nft-collections 

(providing examples of other popular PFP NFTs: Bored Apes, Mutant Apes, Doodles, 

Nouns). 
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1 contract CryptoPunksMarket { 

2   ... 

3   mapping (uint => address) public punkIndexToAddress;  

4   ... 

5   function transferPunk(address to, uint punkIndex) { 

6     ... 

7     if (punkIndexToAddress[punkIndex] != msg.sender) throw; 

8     ... 

9     punkIndexToAddress[punkIndex] = to; 

10     ... 

11   } 

12   ... 

13 } 

Figure 1: The CryptoPunks smart contract.
9
  

 

Observing the NFT smart contract code in Figure 1, an individual 

token is nothing more than an identifier; namely, the unique integer in the 

mapping variable named punkIndexToAddress (line 3 of Figure 1). The 

mapping variable is equivalent to the aforementioned mini-ledger—each 

unique integer (uint) is an index number that ―maps‖ to the wallet address of 

its holder to keep track of who owns what.
 10

  

 

punkIndexToAddress = {  

  1:"0xABC", 

  2:"0xDEF", 

  [3-9999]: [Addresses], 

  10000:"0xXYZ" 

} 

Figure 2: The punkIndexToAddress mini-ledger, which tracks 

ownership of CryptoPunks. 

 
9 CryptoPunks Smart Contract, ETHERSCAN, 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xb47e3cd837ddf8e4c57f05d70ab865de6e193bbb#code (last 

visited July 21, 2022). The transferPunk() function checks if the address of the function 

(msg.sender) is the address of the current listed holder (punkIndexToAddress[punkIndex]) 

and, if not, it stops executing the code (throw) (line 7); users cannot change ownership of 

NFTs they do not own. On the other hand, if the address of the function‘s caller (msg.sender) 

is the address of the current listed holder, the code then updates the punkIndexToAddress 

mapping accordingly. 
10 For the sake of simplicity throughout this paper, we consider NFT holders to be wallet 

addresses, not smart contract addresses, unless stated otherwise.  
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This punkIndexToAddress variable can be translated into an illustrative 

lookup table that makes analysis more intuitive:  

Index of NFT  

(uint) 

NFT Holder (i.e., Wallet Address)  

(address) 

1 0xABC 

2 0xDEF 

... ... 

10000 0xXYZ 

 

The identifying index numbers are listed from 1 to 10,000, reflecting 

the total number of individual Punk NFTs in the collection. Put simply, each 

individual NFT only exists on the smart contract as an index number, which 

constitutes the actual ―non-fungible‖ (unique) token that is tied to an NFT 

holder‘s wallet address. For instance, when people refer to ―Punk1‖
11

 as a 

discrete NFT in the series, they are referring to the index number 1 in this 

lookup table. When an end-user acquires an NFT, her wallet address is 

simply mapped to the index number that constitutes that NFT in the smart 

contract. 

When an NFT holder wants to transfer her NFT, she instructs the smart 

contract to update the punkIndexToAddress mini-ledger by calling a 

function named transferPunk() (lines 5–11 of Figure 1), which in turn 

changes the NFT‘s index (punkIndex) to point to the transferee‘s wallet 

address. Thus, if user 0xABC, as the current owner of Punk1 (per the 

existing punkIndexToAddress mini-ledger in Figure 2), were to call the 

transferPunk() function on the CryptoPunks smart contract to transfer Punk1 

to user 0xDEF, then the lookup table representing punkIndexToAddress 

would adjust accordingly:  

 

 
11 CryptoPunk #1, OPENSEA, 

https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0xb47e3cd837ddf8e4c57f05d70ab865de6e193bbb/1 (last 

visited July 21, 2022).  
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Index of NFT 

(uint) 

NFT Holder (i.e., Wallet Address)  

(address) 

1 
0xABC 

0xDEF 

2 0xDEF 

... ... 

10000 0xXYZ 

 

That‘s it—Punk1 been transferred from 0xABC to 0xDEF.  

Thus, ownership rights, transfers, and indeed everything immutable 

and intrinsic to the NFT as an asset, only ever exist in a meaningful sense in 

the publicly accessible smart contract that is common and universal to all 

NFTs within a given series. Put differently, the smart contract contains 

everything that defines the NFT series, including any ownership rights 

inherent in individual NFTs in the series, the governing rules, and all of the 

data that constitutes each and every individual token—none of this exists or 

ever moves outside of the smart contract, regardless of who buys the tokens. 

We can see how misconceptions concerning the above can 

overemphasize the importance of possession in establishing NFT ownership. 

This may result in the assumption that the holder is in full control of the 

NFT‘s destiny, as if it were simply personal property owned free and clear. 

While a smart contract can certainly be structured to give NFT holders free 

and clear ownership, an NFT by default does not have such properties; 

indeed, providing such autonomy is not even a commonly used pattern.  

The reality is that the ownership of any given NFT is exhibited on the 

smart contract‘s state. The smart contract defines both what the NFT is and 

who its owner is—there is no NFT separate and apart from the smart 

contract. The code of the smart contract defines the rules for who controls 

the NFT and what kind of control is possible. Code is flexible and 

expressive, so there are infinite ways for the creator to retain control of the 

NFTs that live on the smart contract.  

 

B. On-Chain Control via the Ownable Pattern 

 

Creating a bare-bones NFT is mechanically simple. A creator can make 

a smart contract simply by replicating or referencing open-source software 

(―OSS‖) published or utilized by NFT developers. One of the many popular 

OSS libraries used in mainstream NFT projects is the ―Ownable‖ smart 
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contract, published by Open Zeppelin.
12

 For example, 

MutantApeYachtClub‘s (―MAYC‖) smart contract inherits
13

 from Ownable 

simply by stating the MAYC smart contract is an Ownable smart contract 

(line 3 of Figure 3): 

 

1 import "@openzeppelin/contracts/access/Ownable.sol"; 

2 ... 

3 contract MutantApeYachtClub is ERC721Enumerable, Ownable, ... { 

4 ... 

5 } 

Figure 3: The MAYC smart contract inheriting Open Zeppelin‘s 

Ownable smart contract. 

 

What properties or powers are vested in the creator of an NFT smart 

contract via inheritance from Ownable? It defines the person
14

 who 

deployed the smart contract as its owner (not to be confused with the holder 

of the NFT), which allows for a function modifier commonly called 

onlyOwner() to be utilized. The onlyOwner() modifier provides an easy way 

to run gatekeeping checks before executing code—it simply ensures that the 

person making certain admin-only requests on the smart contract is the same 

person assigned as the smart contract owner.
15

 The smart contract owner‘s 

identity need not be immutable—there are frequently mechanisms for the 

owner to transfer or renounce its ownership. 

To reiterate for sake of clarity, the ―owner‖ of the smart contract is a 

concept that is distinct from the ―owner‖ of an NFT. The NFT ―owner‖ in 

many instances more resembles a licensee of a certain bundle of rights 

rather than an ―owner‖ in the classic sense of property rights. Going 

forward, and to emphasize this distinction, owners of NFTs will be referred 

to as ―NFT holders,‖ whereas the smart contract deployer assigned the 

 
12 Open Zeppelin, Ownable.sol, GITHUB, https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-

contracts/blob/master/contracts/access/Ownable.sol (last visited July 21, 2022). 
13 When contract A inherits from contract B, functions and variables from contract B are 

available on contract A.  
14 For simplicity, throughout this paper, we refer to the deployer as the project‘s creator, and 

thus, a ―person‖ (whether legal or natural). However, it is important to recognize this is an 

oversimplification. For example, other smart contracts can (and often do) act as the deployer. 
15 An important caveat is that, while this paper focuses on how the onlyOwner() modifier is 

used in popular projects to centralize control in the hands of creators, it can also be used to 

formalize decentralized control. For example, this pattern can be used to define the owner as 

a decentralized autonomous organization. The broader point is that the creator of the project, 

merely by functioning as the deployer, has special rights with the onlyOwner() modifier that, 

in theory and practice, permit it to override the ―free and clear‖ ethos associated with NFTs. 
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onlyOwner() modifier (which is typically but not necessarily the NFT 

project creator) will be referred to as the ―smart contract owner.‖  

 

C. Pausing, and Other Applications of the Ownable Pattern 

 

A common pattern used in NFT projects that leverages the 

onlyOwner() modifier is ―pausing.‖ Pausing involves toggling a switch (a 

variable) that keeps track of whether an action should or should not be 

permitted. For example, the MAYC smart contract contains the following 

pausing logic: 

 

1 contract MutantApeYachtClub is ERC721Enumerable, Ownable, ... { 

2   ... 

3   modifier whenPublicSaleActive() { 

4     require(publicSaleActive, "Public sale is not active"); 

5     _; 

6   } 

7   ... 

8   function pausePublicSale() ... onlyOwner ... { 

9    ... 

10     publicSaleActive = false; 

11     ... 

12   } 

13   ... 

14 } 

Figure 4: The MAYC smart contract‘s ―pausing‖ construct.
16

 

 

This example shows how pausing interacts with the onlyOwner() 

modifier, which is contained in the pausePublicSale() function (lines 8–12 

of Figure 4).
17

 A feature of the MAYC smart contract is that minting (the 

process of creating an NFT) can only take place when the publicSaleActive 

variable is set to true. The modifier‘s use in pausePublicSale() (line 8) 

 
16 Mutant Ape Yacht Club Smart Contract, ETHERSCAN, 

https://etherscan.io/address/0x60e4d786628fea6478f785a6d7e704777c86a7c6#code (last 

visited July 21, 2022).  
17 This publicSaleActive variable is used in a new modifier, whenPublicSaleActive(), which 

checks whether the publicSaleActive variable is true (require(publicSaleActive)) (line 4), and 

if not, stops executing the code. Armed with this publicSaleActive variable and 

whenPublicSaleActive() modifier, the smart contract owner can pause core functionality of 

the smart contract at its leisure.  
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means that only the owner of the contract can successfully call the 

pausePublicSale() function to set the publicSaleActive variable to false 

(line 10), which suspends the smart contract‘s minting function.
18

 

NFT projects commonly use the pausing mechanism as an emergency 

break in the NFT minting process. For example, the creators behind the 

Adidas Original NFT project exercised this pausing ability in response to a 

glitch in its mint process.
19

 Pausing can also apply to actions far beyond 

restricting minting. For example, when NFTs are used in videogames, one 

can imagine the pause functionality being useful to punish bad actors.
20

 

Consider the hypothetical of an NFT game developer discovering that a 

player is cheating in its game, making the player‘s NFT far more powerful 

than it should be. Such behavior would lead to a poor experience for all 

other players. The unilateral ability for the developer to flip a switch, 

―pause‖ the NFT‘s functionality, and make it unusable in the game protects 

all other players from the negative externalities of the cheater. In each case, 

the NFT owner‘s ability to use the NFT can be unilaterally curtailed by the 

developer at any time, representing a significant departure from the bundle 

of rights inherent in traditional conceptions of ownership. 

The onlyOwner() modifier can also be used to influence trading on 

certain NFT marketplaces. For example, while the popular NFT trading 

platform OpenSea will list any NFT that meets its standardization 

requirements and does not violate its terms of service,
21

 only the smart 

contract owner is permitted to navigate to a ―collection editor‖ page which 

contains certain administrative capabilities.
22

 These capabilities include the 

unilateral ability to set royalties on resales that occur on OpenSea (―creator 

 
18 Specifically, the whenPublicSaleActive() modifier is used on the MAYC smart contract‘s 

mintMutants() function. The minting of MAYC NFTs can be paused because the 

mintMutants() function is annotated with the whenPublicSaleActive() modifier to check 

whether the smart contract‘s owner has turned that functionality ―on.‖ 
19 MK Manoylov, Adidas Originals Pauses Collaborative NFT Mint, THE BLOCK (Dec. 17, 

2021, 4:01 PM), https://www.theblockcrypto.com/linked/127986/adidas-originals-pauses-

collaborative-nft-mint (stating the project creator tweeted: ―Early access is not closed but 

minting has been paused while the developers investigate issues with Mutant Ape Yacht Club 

not being able to mint.‖). 
20 See Fairfield, supra note 2, at 1280. 
21 See ERC721 Tutorial: Existing Contract Integration with OpenSea (Mainnet), OPENSEA 

DEVELOPERS, https://docs.opensea.io/docs/opensea-integration (last visited July 21, 2022).  
22 See ERC721 Tutorial: Customizing Your Collection, OPENSEA DEVELOPERS, 

https://docs.opensea.io/docs/8-customizing-your-storefront (last visited July 21, 2022) 

(instructing ―[n]ow that you‘ve created your own OpenSea collection, you can customize it to 

your liking! Just make sure you log in to Metamask as the owner of your smart contract 

(you‘ll need to make sure your contract is Ownable; if it‘s not, please reach out on our Help 

Center), and you‘ll see a button that will allow you to edit your collection.‖). 
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earnings‖)
23

 and determine how the collection is displayed and described on 

the platform.  

 

D. Off-Chain Storage 

 

In the case of NFTs representing digital assets such as PFP series, a 

frequent misconception is that the digital asset—i.e., the artwork itself—is 

contained on-chain (or even somehow within the NFT itself). However, 

storing even simplistic art on-chain is often prohibitively expensive, and, 

with a few pioneering exceptions, is almost never done.
24

 More often, 

project creators store the digital asset (often in the vector-based ―SVG‖ file 

format) off-chain. The NFT, in turn, simply directs to the Uniform Resource 

Identifier (―URI‖) at which the file is hosted, which is often freely 

accessible through a web browser. For example, the popular NFT project 

Otherside uses a land NFT called an ―Otherdeed,‖ which represents an 

image that is stored at a private server in the project creator‘s control.
25

 

While this method of hosting can be explained by cost efficiency, an 

attendant side effect is that the NFT creator, by controlling the off-chain 

server that stores these files, controls the ―content‖ associated with any one 

NFT. Under this basic arrangement, an NFT creator can freely modify or 

remove the image file from its server, changing the image associated with a 

specific NFT. 

We note that it is becoming increasingly popular for projects to host 

referenced NFT assets on decentralized platforms, such as by storing images 

on the distributed storage protocol InterPlanetary File System (―IPFS‖). 

While storage still takes place off-chain, IPFS is a distributed storage 

mechanism that ―hashes‖
26

 the metadata it stores as a unique URI. 

Mechanically, IPFS often works with NFT projects as follows: The project‘s 

creator uploads the collection of images and other metadata to IPFS, which 

returns a unique hash of the collection in the form of a URI called the ―base 

 
23 How Do Creator Earnings Work on OpenSea?, OPENSEA, https://support.opensea.io/hc/en-

us/articles/1500009575482-How-do-creator-earnings-work-on-OpenSea- (last visited July 21, 

2022). 
24 Examples of on-chain PFP projects include ―OnChain Monkey,‖ ―Chainrunners‖ and 

―Nouns.‖ See Blowned.eth, On-chain NFTs and Why They‘re Better, ART HAUS (Jan. 11, 

2022), https://art.haus/on-chain-nfts-and-why-theyre-better. Neither Bored Apes, nor Punks, 

discussed elsewhere in this paper, have art assets that are stored on-chain. 
25 The URI is: assets.otherside.xyz/otherdeeds/[HASH_IDENTIFYING_NFT]. See, e.g., 

Otherside Splinter Rainbow Atmos, OTHERSIDE, 

https://assets.otherside.xyz/otherdeeds/6f04ded04e63f28d55dd2ea71d3ea592f2bbb246f3361

2cf838df536589057bb.jpg. 
26 ―Hashing‖ data means to take any arbitrary data—whether an image, text, etc.—and pass it 

through a function that will always produce the exact same unique alphanumeric text 

(―string‖) for particular input data.  
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URI.‖ The entire collection‘s metadata is accessible through the base URI. 

To get the metadata of a specific NFT in the collection, referred to as the 

token URI, the NFT‘s index number is appended to the end of the base URI, 

forming the ―token URI.‖ 

 

Hash of All 

BAYC Metadata 
Base URI 

Index of 

BAYC 

NFT 

Token URI 

―QmeSjSinH...‖ ―ipfs://QmeSjSinH...‖ 1 ―ipfs://QmeSjSinH.../1‖ 

―QmeSjSinH...‖ ―ipfs://QmeSjSinH...‖ 2 ―ipfs://QmeSjSinH.../2‖ 

... ... ... ... 

―QmeSjSinH...‖ ―ipfs://QmeSjSinH...‖ 10000 ―ipfs://QmeSjSinH.../10000‖ 

Figure 5: The URIs associated with the popular Bored Ape Yacht Club 

(―BAYC‖) NFT series. The tokens all share a base URI, and have unique 

token URIs.
27

 

 

{ 

"image":"ipfs://QmQAqW6a5wLZQt5ZMXwNuf8AYDQFRc26hGCmEVzmM

46RVd‖, 

  "attributes":[ 

    {"trait_type":"Clothes,‖"value":"Admirals Coat"}, 

    {"trait_type":"Mouth,‖"value":"Bored"}, 

    {"trait_type":"Fur,‖"value":"Dark Brown"}, 

    {"trait_type":"Background,‖"value":"Orange"}, 

    {"trait_type":"Eyes,‖"value":"Bloodshot"}, 

    {"trait_type":"Hat,‖"value":"Safari"}, 

    {"trait_type":"Earring,‖"value":"Silver Stud"} 

  ] 

} 

Figure 6: Metadata returned for Bored Ape 1,217, available by 

accessing the token URI for this Bored Ape.
28

 

 
27 Bored Ape Yacht Club Smart Contract, ETHERSCAN, 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xbc4ca0eda7647a8ab7c2061c2e118a18a936f13d#readContract 

(last visited July 21, 2022).  
28 A supported web browser is needed to view this image or a gateway, such as: 

https://ipfs.io/ipfs/QmeSjSinHpPnmXmspMjwiXyN6zS4E9zccariGR3jxcaWtq/1217.  
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Figure 7: The image of Bored Ape 1,217, loaded by navigating to 

ipfs://QmQAqW6a5wLZQt5ZMXwNuf8AYDQFRc26hGCmEVzmM46RVd 

(as copied from the image metadata from its token URI in Figure 6).
29

  

 

Because of the way hashing works, if someone tampers with an NFT‘s 

metadata stored on IPFS, the hash will change, and will no longer be 

referenced by the base URI in the smart contract. In this sense, IPFS 

provides a degree of immutability to off-chain assets. 

While IPFS prevents creators from modifying referenced art assets, and 

thereby theoretically gives NFT holders a greater degree of control over 

their NFTs, it suffers from two drawbacks. First, as with centralized servers, 

the data stored on IPFS is only available for so long as a server (a ―node‖) is 

hosting it—even if there is a hash representing data, that does not mean a 

node will serve it up for the world to see. Second, creators can still work 

around this immutability through the onlyOwner() modifier. This is evident 

from examining the BAYC smart contract:
30

 

 

 
29 A supported web browser is needed to view this image or a gateway, such as: 

https://ipfs.io/ipfs/QmQAqW6a5wLZQt5ZMXwNuf8AYDQFRc26hGCmEVzmM46RVd.  
30 Bored Ape Yacht Club Smart Contract, supra note 27.  
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1 contract ERC721 is ... IERC721, IERC721Metadata, IERC721Enumerable { 

2 ... 

3   function setBaseURI(string memory baseURI) public onlyOwner { 

4     _setBaseURI(baseURI); 

5   } 

6 ... 

7 } 

Figure 8: Using the onlyOwner() modifier to override the baseURI on 

the BAYC smart contract. 

 

As has been discussed by other writers,
31

 the owner of the BAYC smart 

contract has the ability to change the baseURI (the IPFS hash referenced in 

Figure 5 above) to an entirely new IPFS hash by calling the setBaseURI() 

function (lines 3–5 of Figure 8).
32

 This is a unilateral right available to the 

smart contract owner because of the onlyOwner() modifier (line 3 of Figure 

8). With this power, the owner can change the IPFS location to which the 

NFT points, which can change the NFT images. Thus, at least in certain 

cases, IPFS hosting may be an illusory means of providing NFT holders 

with assurance of immutability through decentralization. 

In summary, NFT project creators may leverage the onlyOwner() 

modifier to pause transfers and disassociate NFTs from the art they 

represent, even after the token has been sold on the open market. These 

powers have the potential to undermine token value and, in any case, 

certainly cut against the Web3 ethos of free and clear ownership. Such 

issues of control were front and center in the controversy surrounding the 

popular NFT project ―Pudgy Penguins.‖ After initial hype of the project, the 

community had grown frustrated with the creator‘s management and the 

enormous control it wielded.
33

 For instance, the NFT smart contract uses a 

pause() function that permits the creator (using the onlyOwner() modifier) to 

suspend a core functionality of any NFT—the ability to transfer. What is 

 
31 Keir Finlow-Bates, How the Bored Apes Yacht Club Can Mint Unlimited Apes and Why 

That‘s a Bad Thing, MEDIUM (Apr. 24, 2022), https://kf106.medium.com/how-the-bored-

apes-yacht-club-can-mint-unlimited-apes-and-why-thats-a-bad-thing-f2a1b72ee25f.  
32 It is worth noting that in June 2022, the owner of the BAYC smart contract was reassigned 

to a null address, effectively renouncing its status as the owner and removing the ability for 

the onlyOwner() modifier to be used.  See Bored Ape Yacht Club Smart Contract Transaction 

Details, ETHERSCAN, 

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x2c903f1d6bf8a0d07a16c947a752b3c6e9338411ac372ea0444445f7d

0281e6c (last visited Nov. 29, 2022). 
33 Vishal Chawla & Chris Williams, Penguins are Huddling on Ethereum Amid Cries of 

Scam, CRYPTO BRIEFING (Jan. 7, 2022), https://cryptobriefing.com/penguins-are-huddling-

ethereum-amid-cries-scam.  
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more, the creator exempted itself from the pause() restrictions, meaning that 

the creator could effect transfers even if the holders could not.
34

 Frustration 

culminated with a vote among NFT holders that, while largely symbolic in 

effect, ultimately pressured one of the creators to renounce its control over 

the project.
35

 

 

E. Wrapping as a Technical Mechanism for Holders to Regain 

Control  

 

While NFT creators can use the technical features associated with the 

onlyOwner() modifier to retain control over their projects, the holder 

community has its own weapon: Wrapping. Wrapping occurs when an NFT 

holder transfers her NFT to a wrapper smart contract address. This wrapper 

smart contract represents the NFT holder‘s ownership of the original NFT, 

but is not bound to the original NFT‘s smart contract. Going forward, the 

NFT holder can interact with, and exercise the ownership rights it has in, the 

wrapped version of the NFT rather than the underlying original. This 

concept is best elaborated using the example of one of the most famous NFT 

communities grappling with the implications of wrapped NFTs: 

CryptoPunks. 

The CryptoPunks collection, with an aggregate market valuation in the 

billions of dollars, is not the original CryptoPunks. In fact, this collection 

comprises the version 2 Punks (―V2 Punks‖). The version 1 Punks (―V1 

Punks‖) were deployed in 2017 by the developer, Larva Labs, with a fatal 

coding error such that only the buyer, not the seller, could withdraw the 

ether used to pay for the Punk.
36

 Put simply, a purchaser could buy a Punk 

and then claw back the ether she paid for the Punk. After recognizing this 

error, Larva Labs quickly deployed the new V2 Punks smart contract, 

cleaning up the bug in the V1 Punks smart contract and making other small 

changes. 

It seems this history was largely forgotten until early 2022. Its 

rediscovery was likely because the V2 CryptoPunks were fetching 

exorbitant values and many realized the original V1 Punks could also be 

valuable. Members of the CryptoPunks community began wrapping the V1 

Punks in a smart contract called the ―PunksV1Wrapper‖ so as to circumvent 

 
34 Pudgy Penguins Smart Contract, ETHERSCAN, 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xbd3531da5cf5857e7cfaa92426877b022e612cf8#code (last 

visited July 21, 2022). 
35 See Nizzy (@NizzyNFT), TWITTER (Jan. 5, 2022, 8:55 PM), 

https://twitter.com/NizzyNFT/status/1478908022550413319/photo/1.  
36 CryptoPunks Old Token Smart Contract, ETHERSCAN, 

https://etherscan.io/address/0x6ba6f2207e343923ba692e5cae646fb0f566db8d#code (last 

visited July 21, 2022). 
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the V1 bug.
37

 The PunksV1Wrapper contains a wrap() function that buys the 

V1 Punk using the V1 Punks smart contract. The PunksV1Wrapper (the 

contract itself) becomes the owner of the purchased NFT. 

 

1 contract PunksV1Wrapper is Ownable, ERC721 { 

2  

3   address payable public punkAddress = payable(0x6Ba6...); 

4   ... 

5   function wrap(uint _punkId) external payable { 

6     ... 

7     // Buy the punk 

8     PunksV1Contract(punkAddress).buyPunk...(_punkId); 

9     _tokenSupply +=1; 

10     // Mint a wrapped punk 

11     _mint(msg.sender, _punkId); 

12   } 

13   ... 

14 } 

Figure 9: The wrap() function on the PunksV1Wrapper smart contract 

(lines 5–12). Calling the wrap() function calls the buyPunk() function on the 

separate Punk V1 contract (punkAddress) to buy the underlying NFT (line 

8), assigning the PunksV1Wrapper smart contract itself as holder (line 5 in 

Figure 10).
38

 

 

 
37 CryptoPunks V1 (Wrapped), OPENSEA, https://opensea.io/collection/official-v1-punks (last 

visited July 21, 2022).  
38 PunksV1Wrapper Smart Contract, ETHERSCAN, 

https://etherscan.io/address/0x282bdd42f4eb70e7a9d9f40c8fea0825b7f68c5d#code (last 

visited July 21, 2022). 
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1 contract CryptoPunks { 

2   ... 

3   function buyPunk(uint punkIndex) payable {  

4     ... 

5     punkIndexToAddress[punkIndex] = msg.sender; 

6     ... 

7   } 

8   ... 

9 } 

Figure 10: The buyPunk() function on the V1 Punks
39

 smart contract 

(lines 3–7). The PunksV1Wrapper is msg.sender (used on line 5) as it is 

what initiated the execution of the buyPunk() function. The buyPunk() 

function defines ownership of a specific Punk (designated by _punkId) on 

the mini-ledger, punkIndexToAddress. 

 

If the PunksV1Wrapper is set as the NFT holder on the V1 Punks smart 

contract, how is an individual holder‘s ownership of the wrapped Punk 

reflected? The wrap() function (lines 5–12 of Figure 9) creates a brand new 

―mirrored‖ NFT with an index that replicates the index of the V1 Punk it is 

mirroring, but the mirrored NFT is governed by a new smart contract. There 

is now an entirely separate NFT, a ―wrapper,‖ that serves as a reference 

point to the V1 Punk. 

  

Index of V1 

Punk 

V1 Punk Holder‘s 

Address 

Index of 

PunksV1Wrapper 

NFT 

PunksV1Wrapper 

Holder‘s Address 

1 
0x282

40
 

(PunksV1Wrapper‘s address) 
1 0xABC 

2 0x282 (same) 2 0xDEF 

... ...  ... ... 

10000 0x282 (same)  10000 0xXYZ 

 

 
39 CryptoPunksMarket Smart Contract, ETHERSCAN, 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xb47e3cd837ddf8e4c57f05d70ab865de6e193bbb#code (last 

visited July 21, 2022). 
40 The full address is: 0x282bdd42f4eb70e7a9d9f40c8fea0825b7f68c5d. 
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Figure 11: A demonstration of the effect of wrapping a Punk. 

 

The result of this wrapping means that, for V1 Punks that are 

purchased by the PunksV1Wrapper smart contract, Larva Labs‘ control 

through the V1 Punk smart contract is circumvented (along with the V1 

bug). Going forward, V1 Punk holders can interact with and trade through 

the PunksV1Wrapper smart contract. They are not subject to controls based 

on the onlyOwner() modifier that exists on the V1 Punk smart contract, nor 

are they beholden to predefined image hosting services controlled by the 

NFT creator.  

It should be noted that wrapping is only effective insofar as there is a 

sufficient degree of community buy-in to sustain a market for the new 

wrapper tokens. Just as the underlying NFT series is only as valuable as the 

market determines, so too are wrapped tokens. The threat of wrapping may 

cause creators to act judiciously in deciding when and to what extent the 

smart contracts they deploy permit leveraging the onlyOwner() modifier. 

The Pudgy Penguins saga discussed earlier demonstrates this effect. In 

response to the frustration with the project‘s creators, many in the 

community began wrapping their Pudgy Penguins into ―Wrapped Penguins‖ 

to escape the project creator‘s extensive control.
41

 As the organizers 

spearheading the wrapping stated: ―Wrap your Penguin to keep it safe from 

the evil founders. It‘s time we huddled up under quilts and stopped letting 

[the] founders abuse us.‖
42

 

  

II. LEGAL MECHANISMS 

 

A. DIRECT IP RIGHTS 

 

An NFT and its corresponding digital asset are usually not intertwined. 

More typically, an NFT project creator names the NFT series and also 

creates the digital assets the NFT is meant to reference. The digital assets 

are likely covered by copyright law, as they are ―works‖ fixed in a tangible 

medium of expression. The name of the NFT series may be covered by 

copyright and/or trademark law, depending on whether it meets the 

substantive requirements for protection under these legal regimes. 

 
41 Tracy Wang, Pudgy Penguins NFT Project Ousts Founders as Mood Turns Icy, COINDESK 

(Jan. 7, 2022, 3:43 PM), https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/01/07/pudgy-penguins-

nft-project-ousts-founders-as-mood-turns-icy. 
42 Wrapped Penguins (@WrappedPenguins), TWITTER (Jan. 6, 2022, 6:30 PM) 

https://twitter.com/WrappedPenguins/status/1479234045078913029?s=20&t=BrN54ypSavZc

1gmrbv1_eA. 
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Under the current legal framework, when a purchaser buys an art-

referencing NFT, two legal mechanisms are often operating behind the 

scenes: The purchaser obtains (i) legal title to the NFT itself and (ii) a 

license to use the NFT‘s corresponding digital asset. These rights are almost 

always conveyed through a clickwrap or browsewrap agreement on the 

creator‘s website where the NFTs are initially purchased.
43

 For example, 

while Otherdeed‘s terms of service state that purchasers ―own[] all personal 

property rights to that Otherdeed,‖ they continue to state that such rights are 

limited to ―the non-exclusive right to use, copy and display the Art linked to 

his/her Otherdeed . . . solely for [the purchaser‘s] own personal, non-

commercial use,‖ with no ―right or license to use, copy, display or otherwise 

exploit the Art for any non-personal or commercial purposes, or to create 

any derivative works of the Art.‖
44

 Even more restrictively, the license for 

the Koda NFTs, which ―live‖ on certain Otherdeeds, is a ―revocable license . 

. . [to] the [associated Koda] Art,‖ meaning that a holder may find itself 

holding an NFT with absolutely no rights to use or even display the art the 

NFT references.
45

 Popular NFT game Axie Infinity contains similar 

restrictions on the purchaser‘s rights to the digital art asset that represents 

the Axie NFT, stating that ―no Content or Marks may be . . . exploited for 

any commercial purpose whatsoever, without our express prior written 

permission.‖
46

 

Taken together, the NFT creator, as the rights holder to the name of the 

collection (e.g., ―CryptoPunks‖) and to the digital art asset has, in many 

NFT projects, the exclusive right to license this IP to any subsequent NFT 

holders. Thus, while the token may belong to the purchaser ―free and clear‖ 

(subject to the technical controls discussed above), the digital art asset is 

often merely licensed rather than transferred upon purchase. This limitation 

on rights is so powerful it can even obviate workarounds to technical 

control, such as wrapping.  

To illustrate, after the PunksV1Wrapper NFTs began to gain traction, 

Larva Labs said it ―didn‘t like‖ the V1 Punks. At the same time, Larva Labs 

began selling the V1 Punks it held (it had 1,000 of them), which was met 

 
43 James Gatto, NFT License Breakdown: Exploring Different Marketplaces and Associated 

License Issues (Sept. 17, 2021), https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/nft-license-breakdown-

exploring-1591564. An assessment of the enforceability of these agreements is beyond the 

scope of this paper, although it presents another interesting complication. 
44 Otherdeed Terms and Koda License Agreement, OTHERSIDE, https://otherside.xyz/license 

(last visited June 13, 2022). 
45 Id. 
46 Terms of Use, AXIE INFINITY, https://axieinfinity.com/terms (last visited May 8, 2022). 
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with criticism online for its perceived hypocrisy.
47

 In response to the 

criticism, Larva Labs stated: ―Let there be no confusion about the legitimacy 

of the [PunksV1Wrapper project]. It has no right to use the art or the name. 

We will be taking appropriate steps in the coming days.‖
48

 

True to its word, on February 5, 2022, Larva Labs sent a Digital 

Millennium Copyright Act (―DMCA‖) takedown notice to OpenSea, where 

the PunksV1Wrapper NFTs were being sold with the name CryptoPunks 

and displaying the artwork referenced by V1 Punks.
49

 The notification stated 

that ―[m]ultiple images have been copied onto [OpenSea‘s] servers without 

permission. The original images, to which we own the exclusive copyrights, 

can be found at: https://larvalabs.com/cryptopunks.‖
50

 OpenSea removed the 

listing, until the PunksV1Wrapper NFT creator issued a counter-

notification, as provided for in the DMCA.
51

 While the PunksV1Wrapper 

project is now back on OpenSea (presumably because Larva Labs did not 

obtain a court order as required by the DMCA) this case shows that even 

when all technical controls are avoided via wrapping, the creator still has 

powerful recourse through IP law to control its NFT project. 

The bundle of rights granted under the IP license are a central (if 

sometimes under-appreciated) aspect of NFT ownership. For instance, in 

early 2021, a public dispute between the anonymous holder of Punk4156 

and the CryptoPunks project creators erupted on Twitter. The holder, 

wishing to build ―a brand and identity around his CryptoPunk,‖ contacted 

the CryptoPunks creators (as the IP licensor) to request permission to 

monetize his Punk‘s image;
52

 the holder was summarily ―ignored and 

unfollowed on Twitter.‖
53

 In response, the Punk4156 holder sold the NFT, 

stating that ―it became clear to me that there was probably no chance that I 

would ever own the rights to the thing that I was building . . . . It‘s just kind 

of an illogical position to continue building your brand around something 

 
47 Edward Lee, The Two CryptoPunks, V1 and V2: Can V1 and V2 CryptoPunks Coexist or 

Will Copyright Tear Them Apart? (Feb. 11, 2022) (manuscript at 5), 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4032777. 
48 Id. at 6. 
49 Id. 
50 CryptoPunks V1 (@v1punks), TWITTER (Feb. 7, 2022, 3:10 PM), 

https://twitter.com/v1punks/status/1490780074420879361?s=20&t=V4si16_Wl49MJwiSWH

ISSA (last visited May 9, 2022). 
51 Lee, supra note 47, at 6. 
52 CryptoPunk #4156, OPENSEA, 

https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0xb47e3cd837ddf8e4c57f05d70ab865de6e193bbb/4156 

(last visited July 21, 2022); Andrew Hayward, CryptoPunk Owner Explains Why IP Dispute 

Led to $10M Ethereum NFT Sale, DECRYPT (Dec. 10, 2021), 

https://decrypt.co/88041/cryptopunks-ip-complaints-punk4156-10m-ethereum-nft-sale.  
53 Hayward, supra note 52. 
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over which you don‘t have the strongest claim.‖
54

 As the Punk4156 saga 

demonstrates, IP rights can serve as a lever of control that dictate whether 

the community will contribute to the project or abandon it altogether. 

Of course, NFTs are simply identifiers—they are not restricted to 

representing digital assets. Indeed, one of their most promising use cases for 

NFTs is to use them to represent physical assets.
55

 Some have suggested that 

physical asset NFTs may present more autonomy for the NFT holder than 

NFTs representing digital assets because their interaction with the 

underlying asset is not subject to restriction under IP laws.
56

 However, the 

NFT creator often holds custody of the physical asset these NFTs represent, 

and physical custody is arguably one of the strongest mechanisms of 

control. Furthermore, tangential IP rights tied to the physical asset can still 

be at issue.  

For instance, StockX is a ―sneaker resale marketplace‖ that uses NFTs 

in its ―Vault‖ product to allow users to sell physical shoes.
57

 Under the Vault 

product, StockX authenticates and verifies sneakers traded on its 

marketplace using physical-asset NFTs.
58

 What is sold and purchased on the 

marketplace is the NFT, and until the physical shoe is claimed by redeeming 

the NFT token, it stays in StockX‘s custody.
59

 StockX‘s Vault product 

shows how control factors into physical asset NFTs. First, StockX retains 

physical possession of the shoe and users rely on StockX‘s certification 

process to determine the shoe‘s condition and authenticity.
60

 Second, the 

image used to represent that physical shoe on the marketplace website is 

protected under IP law, albeit with such IP rights inuring to the shoe brand 

rather than the NFT‘s creator. This latter issue is central to a recent lawsuit 

Nike filed against StockX, alleging that the NFTs it sells displaying Nike 

 
54 Id.  
55 See Maghan McDowell, Fashion‘s Next NFT Play: Twinning Digital NFTs to Physical 

Items, VOGUE BUS. (June 7, 2022), https://www.voguebusiness.com/technology/fashions-

next-nft-play-twinning-digital-nfts-to-physical-items. 
56 Fairfield, supra note 2, at 1284 (―Owners of NFTs tied to physical assets would not have to 

worry about storage restrictions or IP clawback that undermine the ownership interest: their 

concerns would be more mundane--whether the asset for which they own an NFT has been 

properly stored, for example, or damaged, or whether it exists at all.‖). 
57 Tiffany Hu, StockX Returns Fire In Nike's 'Baseless' NFT Lawsuit, LAW360 (Mar. 31, 

2022, 3:20 PM), https://www.law360.com/ip/articles/1479546/stockx-returns-fire-in-nike-s-

baseless-nft-lawsuit?nl_pk=acba9a13-2374-478a-82d2-3381644f9a39.  
58 What are Vault NFTs?, STOCKX HELP CENTER (Apr. 5, 2022), 

https://stockx.com/help/articles/What-are-Vault-NFTs. 
59 Collect What‘s Next, STOCKX, https://stockx.com/lp/nfts (last visited May 9, 2022); Joseph 

Genest, Breaking Down StockX‘s Entry Into Sneaker NFTs, COMPLEX (Jan. 28, 2022), 

https://www.complex.com/sneakers/stockx-vault-nft-sneakers/vault-nft-prices. 
60 Collect What‘s Next, supra note 59 (―Vault NFTs do not have any intrinsic value beyond 

that of the underlying associated product. The associated product is subject to StockX‘s own 

authentication process.‖). 
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branding infringe Nike‘s trademarks.
61

 Effectively, while a purchaser of a 

shoe NFT on StockX may have the right to redeem the NFT for, and take 

possession of, the physical shoe referenced, she does not have rights to the 

digital images or branding associated with the NFT. 

 

B. Contextual IP Rights 

 

A project‘s creator can also retain control of its NFTs simply through 

its ownership of ―context[ual]‖ IP that interacts with the tokens.
62

 The 

concept of contextual IP is especially relevant for utility-based NFTs, which 

are NFTs that are primarily useful for how they interact with a piece of 

software, often owned or controlled by the NFT creator. For example, 

consider Axie Infinity‘s core NFT, the Axie. Sky Mavis, the developer 

behind Axie Infinity, coded the Axie NFT specifically to be used on its 

proprietary video game. For example, in the game there is the concept of 

―evolving‖ an Axie, which enhances its functionality. Correspondingly, 

there is a function on the Axie NFT smart contract to support this activity 

called evolveAxie().
63

 Thus, even if the Axie NFT is fully portable to a new 

competing environment, its smart contract functions are only designed to 

work with Sky Mavis‘s game. By controlling the IP to the Axie Infinity 

game, Sky Mavis can control the utility of the NFT itself. 

To understand how powerful this concept is, consider how 

intertwinement shifts incentives. Why would a competing NFT project 

create an alternative game that properly interacts with Sky Mavis‘s Axie 

NFT smart contract functions such as evolveAxie()? More likely, a project 

creator is incentivized to launch its own NFT collection and its own game 

that supports that NFT collection so that it retains full control over both the 

environment and the NFT displayed. Even if the competing creator merely 

wants to allow users to bring in ―outside‖ NFTs as referential objects rather 

than for specialized smart contract utility, the competing creator now needs 

to consider the underlying IP rights and licensing terms of the NFT, such as 

its art, to avoid infringement if it does not have the cooperation of the 

―outside‖ NFT creator.
64

 IP restrictions pose a substantial hurdle for the 

viability of cross-platform metaverse projects in which NFTs issued for use 

 
61 Hu, supra note 57. 
62 Fairfield, supra note 2, at 1298–99. 
63 AxieCore Smart Contract, ETHERSCAN, 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xf5b0a3efb8e8e4c201e2a935f110eaaf3ffecb8d#code (last 

visited July 21, 2022).  
64 Terms of Use, supra note 46. 
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in one platform retain their utility on competing platforms.
65

 Creation and 

control tend to be tightly intertwined.  

 

III. WHY CONTROL EXISTS 

 

To some in the blockchain space, these technical and legal levers that a 

project creator can use to control its project may be unsettling. Control 

seems to go against the entire ethos of what distributed ledger technology is 

supposed to represent—a controller often creates centralization, but the 

promise of this technology is decentralization. However, we do not take 

such a gloomy perspective. Rather, we argue that some level of control is 

necessary for an NFT project to succeed. Technical and legal 

―clawbacks‖
66

—when used judiciously—are neither surprising nor 

problematic for the viability of the Web3 model. 

To illustrate we can examine the broader OSS community, which is a 

largely decentralized loose-knit movement that overlaps with the Web3 

ethos professed by many blockchain developers. Whereas the source code of 

conventional privately developed software is often a tightly guarded 

proprietary secret, OSS code is publicly published and often even developed 

through public collaboration. Popular OSS projects include the Firefox web 

browser, LibreOffice suite of word processing software, the video game 

―NetHack‖ (initially published in 1987 and regularly updated to this day), 

and the Linux operating system.  

Like NFT projects, OSS projects are popularly perceived as 

community-driven flat structures. And yet, in spite of this perception, many 

of the most successful OSS projects are run by a controller with significant 

retained power. For example, Linux was run by a ―‗benign dictatorship‘‖
67

 

under its ―natural leader‖ and founder, Linus Torvalds.
68

 Torvalds took 

decisive action when internal disputes arose to ―prevent major forks from 

emerging,‖ and is credited for Linux‘s success.
69

 An OSS project controller 

 
65 More likely, a small number of dominant metaverse platforms will develop and consolidate 

via network effect. The incentives we discuss would suggest limited functionality between 

the competing metaverses. 
66 Fairfield, supra note 2, at 1278. 
67 Christopher S. Yoo, Open Source, Modular Platforms, and the Challenge of 

Fragmentation, 1 THE CRITERION J. ON INNOVATION 619 at 632 n.35 (quoting Chris Dibona, 

Sam Ockman & Mark Stone, Introduction, In Open Sources: Voices From The Open Source 

Revolution 12 (Chris DiBona, Sam Ockman & Mark Stone eds., O‘Reilly 1999)). 
68 See id. at 632, 638; David McGowan, Between Logic and Experience: Error Costs and 

United States v. Microsoft Corp., 20 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 1185, 1210–11 (2005) (―First, 

notwithstanding a great deal of discussion about ‗distributed‘ production, the GNU/Linux 

system is maintained through a fairly narrow hierarchy. If there is a dispute regarding whose 

code goes into the Linux kernel, ultimately one person can resolve it.‖). 
69 Yoo, supra note 67, at 638–39. 
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can define the rules of its project in a way that makes sure its investment, 

and that of the community, will pay dividends. This is directly analogous to 

NFT project creators using technical controls and IP rights to incentivize 

investment in their projects and mitigate negative externalities. The 

controller must align incentives with its community, especially in the early 

stages of the project when an end-goal may be less defined. Control is 

necessary to ensure projects survive long enough to develop into scalable, 

self-sustaining ecosystems. Put differently, control protects the creator‘s 

upfront investment in building out a scalable NFT community. Once the 

community begins flourishing, the controller can begin to relinquish some of 

its control and instead rely upon network effects. One of the founders of the 

popular NFT project Doodles explained this concept well in an interview:  

 

Initially we wanted to launch a[n] . . . NFT project that 

is fully decentralized . . . [but] the motivation changed . . . 

when we started . . . seeing the concepts, the art . . . we just 

realized that we . . . just want to create something that‘s 

lasting, we want to create legacy together . . . . The 

decentralization bit it‘s always a balance . . . you‘re 

balancing decentralization with usability, you‘re balancing 

decentralization with user experience . . . for us to achieve 

our vision we need to have more control over how . . . 

Doodles operates, we need to have more control over the 

treasury.
70

 

 

One particularly interesting NFT project regarding its balance of 

control is ―Nouns.‖
71

 Nouns discards many mechanisms of control we have 

discussed in this paper. For example, the digital art asset representing each 

NFT is stored on-chain, which is not the norm for an NFT project. 

Additionally, this art asset is in the public domain, as the project utilizes the 

CC0 license—meaning it has waived all copyright protections.
72

 Perhaps 

most critically, decisions concerning the project are governed by the Nouns 

Decentralized Autonomous Organization (―DAO‖), which is an 

unincorporated entity that is managed through decentralized governance—in 

this instance, each Nouns holder gets one vote on DAO proposals.
73

 Yet 

despite its DAO structure for managerial decision making, the project‘s 

 
70 Bankless, How to Build a Bluechip NFT Brand With Doodles‘ Founder, Poopie | 

Overpriced JPEGs #12, YOUTUBE (Feb. 2, 2022), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

5NeYlq6-Mw (starting at approximately 1:11:00). 
71 NOUNS, https://nouns.wtf (last visited Oct. 5, 2022). 
72 Id.  
73 Id. 
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creators retain a degree of control. For example, the project‘s creators ―will 

veto proposals that introduce non-trivial legal or existential risks‖ to the 

project ―until Nouns DAO is ready to implement an alternative.‖
74

 The 

project acknowledges that the right must remain in place until ―a more 

complete understanding of the incentives and risks‖ crystallizes.
75

 

Relying solely on a community of NFT holders to develop long-term 

viability of an NFT project is fraught with misaligned incentives, making 

success challenging. The most promising example may be the NFT project 

―Loot.‖
76

 Loot has no significant controller—the smart contract does not 

retain technical control in any meaningful way (for example, while it does 

use the onlyOwner() modifier, it does so in a limited manner) and there are 

no significant external IP rights.
77

 While the initial hype for this project was 

significant, topping $230m in sales at one point, the collection‘s value is 

down 95% at the time of this writing.
78

 While there remains a small 

community integrating these NFTs, and Loot may yet become the exception 

to the rule, the major hurdle for the project remains weak ―incentives to fuel 

further growth‖ given the project is ―without financial propellant[s] to 

ensure that creators can invest their time and be rewarded for what they‘re 

contributing to the ecosystem.‖
79

 These deflated financial propellants are a 

direct result of the project‘s creators purposefully abstaining from retaining 

control. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

NFTs constitute a promising yet frequently misunderstood and 

mischaracterized technology. It is important for lawyers and the general 

public alike to delve past popular discourse and appreciate the NFT 

mechanisms that operate behind the scenes. By analyzing NFT smart 

contract code, we have explored what ―owning‖ an NFT really means. 
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77 Loot Smart Contract, ETHERSCAN, 
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Project Loot, THE BLOCK (May 6, 2022, 4:57 AM), 
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While NFT marketers may emphasize free and clear ownership of a 

particular token, these claims must be assessed in the context of the 

technical and legal controls applicable to a given project. Retained control is 

not inherently problematic for the ethos associated with Web3—to the 

contrary, developing projects into self-sustaining networks of participants 

may well require it. However, transparency is the best long-term policy to 

promote adoption by the broader public and to avoid regulatory or legal 

challenges. Those considering purchasing an NFT as an investment or store 

of value should be aware of what they are and are not purchasing and make 

their own determinations about whether the value ascribed to the NFT in the 

marketplace appears to appropriately reflect the ownership and control 

rights that are actually being acquired. 


